Introduction
Image segmentation is the process of separating or grouping an image into different parts . These parts normally correspond to something that human beings can easily separate and view as individual objects. Computers have no means of intelligently for recognizing objects, and a large number of different methods have been developed in order to segment images, ranging from the simple thresholding method to advanced graph-cut methods. The segmentation process is based on various features found in the image. Those features might be histograms information, information about the pixels that indicate edges or boundaries or texture information and so on. Approaches of Image processing and analysis based on partial differential equation, such as deformable models or snakes Kass, et al., 1987) , balloon models (Cohen, L. D., 1991; Cohen, L. D. & Cohen, I., 1993) , geometric models (Caselles et al., 1993) , discrete dynamic contour models (Lobergt & Viegever, 1995) , geodetic active contours (Caselles et al., 1995) and topology adaptive deformable model (McInerney & Terzopoulos, 1999) , whose physical background is principle of minimum action or force equilibrium in classical mechanics, are being extensively applied to image segmentation, image smooth, image inpainting, extraction of boundary and so on. Xu and Prince analyzed the reason why snake methods have poor convergence to boundaries with large curvatures and replaced the gradient field with the gradient vector field (GVF), which has a larger capture region and slowly changes away from the boundaries (Xu & Prince, 1998) . Consequently, the dependence on initial positions is decreased but the field can attract the moving contour to the right position. Parametric deformable models have high computational efficiency and can easily incorporate a priori knowledge. However, these models cannot naturally handle topological changes and are sensitive to initial conditions. Geometric deformable models are based on the level set method (Osher & Sethian, 1988) , which was initially proposed to handle topological changes during the curve evolution. Geometric deformable models have the advantage of naturally handling the topological
Physical explanation of boundary extraction
Boundary extraction is belong to field of image progressing while classical mechanics and quntumn mechanics are pure physical concept. However, we can find their common ground from the point of view of particle motion. Boundary of object can be thought of as trajectory of moving particle while the law of motion of particle were investigated in classical mechanics and quntumn mechanics using two determinancy and nondeterminancy method.
Physical explanation of boundary extraction from the point of view of classical mechanics
Deformable models are the elastic curves defined within an image domain that can move under the influence of internal forces arising from curve smoothness and external forces computed from the image data. The internal and external forces are so defined that the deformable contour has a minimum energy at the true object boundary. The following mapping can represent the deformable contour model:
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Physical explanation of boundary extraction from the point of view of quantum mechanics
The deformable contour () (() , () ) sx s y s  x can further be considered as the path of a moving particle in the image if the parameterization variable s is replaced by the time variable t . By referring the work of Feynman and Hibbs (Feynman & Hibbs, 1965) , we explain boundary extraction from the point of view of quantum mechanics as follows: Suppose a particle moves from the position a at the time a t to the position b at the time b t , e.g.,
at bt  xx . According to the theory of quantum mechanics, the amplitude, (,) Kba , called kernel or propagator, contains the total contribution of all paths between a and b , which is different from Eq. (2) where only a specific path from a to b with the minimum energy is concerned. In order to distinguish these two types of contours, we refer to the contour determined by (,) Kba as the quantum contour, denoted as () Qt , while the traditional deformable contour determined by minimizing the energy between a and b as the classical contour, denoted by () Xt . Obviously, the classical contour () Xt is considered as a specific case of the quantum contour () Qt when a single path is concerned. In physics, the energy functional of a path, E , is defined by:
where L is the Lagrangian function of system. For a moving particle with the mass m , and potential (,) Vt x , the Lagrangian function is determined by: (4) is similar to the energy functional of a contour curve in Eq. (2). Thus, we refer to deformable model as the motion of a particle described by classical mechanics. In quantum mechanics, the total contribution of all paths between a to b is calculated by (,) (,)
where (,) Rab is the set of all paths between a and b . (() )  xt is the contribution of a path
with a phase proportional to its energy (() ) Et x , i.e.,
where h is the Planck's Constant and C is a constant. According to the theory of quantum mechanics, the probability 1 of a particle moving from the position a at time a t to the position b at b t , denoted by (,) Pba , is equal to the square amplitude of (,) Kba , i.e.,
For a system with a simple Lagrangian function, (,) Kba can be calculated directly from the path integral ( (Feynman & Hibbs, 1965) ) while for a system with a complex Lagrangian function, it is difficult and time-consuming to estimate the value of (,) Pba from (,) Kba . In order to avoid such difficulty, we estimate the probability of a particle moving from point a to point b directly from specific particle models, e.g., a free particle or a particle moving through a Gaussian slit, where their motions can be used to describe the boundary of an object of interest with a known probability density of appearing at a point. There is a stronger motivation of adapting the quantum mechanics than the similarity between equations (2) and (4). Snakes, Deformable models, level set methods, etc, are all based on classical mechanics in a form of partial differential equation. Although classical physics is adequate to explain virtually all phenomena one will ever directly experience in one's life, certain phenomena cannot be explained by classical physics. In many respects, quantum mechanics presents the physics that underlies physical reality at its most basic level. Quantum theory can be thought of as the generalization of classical mechanics and many non-classical phenomena that do not have a classical analog are known in the quantum physics world. The relationship between classical and quantum mechanics is of central importance to the philosophy of physics. Classical mechanics extends the elementary Newtonian concepts to the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulations, to the least action principle, to the angle-action variables, etc, in ways that are the essential framework of quantum mechanics. However, there are significant distinctions between the two theories that arise not because of quantization, but rather from the nonessential tendency to describe macroscopic systems by instantaneous values for position, speed and acceleration, and microscopic systems by time-averaged position probability densities. Probability is a bridge between classical mechanics and quantum mechanics. The detail discussion of this relationship is out of this chapter's scope, which can be founded by hundreds of literatures in quantum mechanics field.
Schrödinger transform of image
For a complex system, however, it is difficult to calculate the value of (,) Pba . In 1995, Williams and Jacobs derived the probability that a particle with a random walk passes through a given position and orientation on a path joining two boundary fragments, which is obtained by the product of two vector-field convolutions (Williams & Jacobs, 1995) . Although some specific particle motions have been considered, a general analytic expression of the probability for complex system is still open. In order to calculate the value of (,) Pba , a numerical approximation of (,) Pba is needed. In this section, we will try to compute the probability (,) Pba by using Schrödinger transform of image.
Definition of Schrödinger transform of image
The active contour model or Snake model had their profound physical background. If the parameter s in the deformable contour curve () (() , () ) sx s y s  x could be understood as time t , object contour curve () t x could be considered as the path of the particle in plane motion.
Suppose a particle moves from the position a at the time a t to the position at the time
According to the theory of quantum mechanics, the probability of a particle moving from the position a to b at b t , denoted by (,) Pba , is dependent on the kernel (,) Kba , which is the sum of all paths contribution between a x and b x , i.e., (,) (,) (
Rab
Kba xt
where (,) Rab is the set of all paths between a x and b
is the contribution of a path () t x with a phase proportional to its energy (() ) Et x , i.e.,
where h is the Planck's Constant, C is a constant, and
is the energy functional of path. The probability from point a x at time a t to point b x at time b t is the square of absolute value of kernel (,)
We must solve the problem of computing the kernel (,) Kba to introduce law of particle motion in quantum mechanics into image processing and analysis. For a system with a simple Lagrangian function, (,) Kba can be calculated directly from the path integral (see 0) while for a system with a complex Lagrangian function, it is difficult and time-consuming to estimate the value of (,) Pba from (,) Kba . Replacing the kernel (,) Kba with the wave function (,) ut x in the position x at the time t , then (,) ut x satisfied the following Schrödinger equation:
where 27 / 2 1.054 10 hh c r g s      , i is imaginary unit. So, the relation between the probability (,) Pba and image gradient () G x can be given in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 . the relation between the probability (,) Pba and image gradient () G x
We could rewrite Eq. (11) as the initial-value problem:
Continuous Schrödinger transform of image () 
ut x and ˆ(,) ut y also have analytic solutions (L. C. Evans, 1998), but they are too complex to be used to compute their numerical solutions. We give the following definition of discrete Schrödinger transform of image because of Eq. (12) 
where i V is a cyclic matrix,
Discrete Schrödinger transform of image () 
Computation of Schrödinger transform
The 
Obviously, for continous Schrödinger transform of image ()  x based on () v x , the conclusion mentioned above is not true proposition, that is, eq. (12) can not decompose the following two initial-value problem:
Hence, there are essential differences betwwen continous Schrödinger transform continous and discrete Schrödinger transform. The proposition can be proved according to equation (14) and energy conservation properties of 2D Fourier Transform of image. The energy conservation properties of Schrödinger transform show that energy will diffuse from high energy to low energy while total energy is invariable (Fig. 2) . High and low pass filter can be obtained using Schrödinger transform of image according to the above two propositions. And Schrödinger transform of image can be applied to image processing and analysis, such as, boundary extraction, edge enhancement, etc. The energy conservation properties of Schrödinger transform show that energy will diffuse from high energy to low energy while total energy is invariable (Fig. 2) .The following experiments (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) show the meaning and function of Schrödinger transformation of image, that is, Schrödinger transformation of image can be seen as the result of primitive image shrinking inside and spreading outward at the center of object, like as interference wave. The bigger at is, the more obvious the interference is. On the other hand, contour curves of object in the transformed image are similar to contour curves of object in the original image, and they are too similar to draw them manually. Hence, I-type Schrödinger transform of image is isotropic. 
Scale parameter and potential function of Schrödinger transform
It is important to select the parameter at of Schrödinger transformation while the potential function is selecte. In the section, we'll discuss the effects of scale parameter and potential function for Schrödinger Transform of image. Fig. 2 
Schrödinger transform of rectangle image
ee e e N e . We can obtain 88580 samples using Equation (37). The Table 1 
And standard error of the estimate, which is less than one pixel, is 0.88556. From Fig. 6 and Equation (38) Remark: Schrödinger Transform of image can be directly computed for a little number a by using Equation (14) while it needs to use Equation (14) repeatedly for a big unmber a , and use a little scale parameter every times, so that interference effect of Schrödinger Transform can be avoided for using a big scale parameter a . 
Potential function of Schrödinger transform
Where () G  is arbitrary gradient or edge-detection operator, () h is a monotone increasing function.
Application of Schrödinger transform
As a new tool for image analysis, Schrödinger Transform of image can be applied to image smoothing, image enchancement, contour extraction, image inpainting and so on. And Schrödinger Transform of image can also be applied to image segmentation for 3D image. In the section, we'll give some examples. However, (,) ut x is a complex-valued image, the result is not good using the above high and low pass filtering directly. Replacing () (,) ut (,) ut y of (,) ut x . We give the results of image edge detection by using Schrödinger Transform in Fig. 7 . The experements show the comparison results of a fan image by several edge detection operators in Fig. 8 . According to the comparison results of traditional edge detection operators, the high-pass filter designed by Schrödinger transform can better detect image edge and it would not increase noise simultaneously. In fact, filter designed by Schrödinger transform consider both the local and global feature of image, so filtering effect is better. Ixy be an original image that contains multiple dark objects. We use Schrödinger Transforms of original image (,) Ixy and its inverse image 255 ( , ) Ixy  to obtain exterior and interior of multiple objects. So we can separate dark objects from bright background. Let 1 (,) ut x , 2 (,) ut x be Schrödinger transforms of original image and its inverse image, respectively. To obtain enough exterior and interior points exactly, in the following experiments, we implement Schrödinger transforms of image many times using small parameter at . Denote Then, according to the Proposition 1, these pixels with high gray values in the image 1 (,) Ix y are interior points of multiple objects while these pixels with high gray values in the image 2 (,) Ix y are exterior points of multiple objects. To obtain interior and exterior points of multiple objects, we convert an intensity image to a binary image using Otsu's threshold method. 
Constructing high and low pass filter using I-Type Schrödinger transform of image
11 (,)(,)
Image segmentation using II-Type Schrödinger transform of image
The following experiments show how to segment the target area by useing II-Type Schrödinger Transform. Fig. 11 shows segmentation results of an image with three goals, Fig. 12 shows object segmentation results of a fan image. The two results show that we can extract the contour of object using evolution of II-Type Schrödinger Transform of image. The segmentation results are less depending on the initial contour, as long as be the inside or outside the target area. 
Conclusion
Image segmentation has been, and currently still is, a relevant research area in Computer Vision, and hundreds of segmentation algorithms have been proposed in the last few decades. However, it is well known that elemental segmentation techniques based on edge or region information often fail to produce accurate segmentation results. The chapter attempts to provide a brief introduction of Schrödinger transform of image for the novel segmentation techniques and discussed its potential applications in image analysis and understanding. Schrödinger transform of image is extended from I-type to II-type. Schrödinger Transform of image is applied to image smoothing, image enchancement, contour extraction, and so on. The demonstrate experiment results show the robust of the algorithm.
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